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In automated tools for termination proving and complexity bound inference like our tool
AProVE [4], often the need arises to solve Boolean combinations of constraints in non-linear
(integer) arithmetic to perform a proof step for a successful termination proof. Examples for
prominent termination proof techniques where this is the case are well-founded orders based on
polynomial [3] or matrix interpretations [2]. In order to facilitate this task, AProVE features a
dedicated SMT solver for the SMT-LIB logic QF NIA. AProVE is written in Java.
The approach we are using at SMT-COMP for the QF NIA category is based on a reduction
to satisfiability problems on finite domains for the unknowns. In case a satisfying assignment
is found by the finite domain solver, we return the corresponding integer solution. If the finite
domain solver detects unsatisfiability of the generated instance for the current search space, we
know that there is no solution for the QF NIA instance with the used finite domain, and we
restart the search with an extended domain. In this way, we obtain a semi-decision procedure for
the satisfiability problem of QF NIA. We additionally use information from global constraints
(i.e., atomic top-level assertions like x > 42) of the QF NIA instance to bound the search space
for certain unknowns.
To solve the generated instances of finite-domain satisfiability problems, AProVE uses an
encoding to the satisfiability problem of propositional logic (SAT). We first generate a propositional formula DAG (which shares common subexpressions; this approach is also known as
structural hashing) and then convert this DAG into an equisatisfiable conjunctive normal form
(CNF) using the implementation of Tseitin’s transformation in SAT4J [5]. This CNF is then
checked for satisfiability by the SAT solver MiniSat [1]. This kind of approach is commonly
known as bit-blasting.
Our SAT encoding is described in detail in [3]. At a high level, it works as follows. The
Boolean structure of the original constraint is represented as such. It thus remains to encode
atomic constraints from QF NIA. To this end, we assign a bitvector of Boolean variables to each
of the unknowns. These bitvectors are large enough for a binary representation of all values of
the chosen finite domain. We then encode the corresponding arithmetic operations in such a
way that the bitvector for the result is again large enough to store the result of the operation.
For example, if the unknowns x and y are represented in m bits, the encoding of x + y will use
m + 1 bits.
This is in contrast to the logic QF BV, where the length m of the bitvector for the result of
an arithmetic operation like addition or multiplication is the same as for its inputs, such that
computations expressed in QF BV are modulo 2m (see also http://smtlib.cs.uiowa.edu/
logics-all.shtml#QF_BV).
We also keep track of the maximum value that an expression can take based on the search
space of its components, which allows us to drop most significant bits if we detect that they

will necessarily be equivalent to 0. As an example, consider a product x · y · z, where we search
for solutions for x, y, z over {0, 1, 2, 3}. Thus, each of x, y, z is represented by a bitvector of 2
bits. Here the SAT encoding for multiplication would yield a bitvector of 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 bits.
However, the maximum possible value for the expression is 3 · 3 · 3 = 27, which uses only 5 bits
in binary representation. Thus, we can drop the most significant bit from the bitvector for the
product x · y · z since it will always be equivalent to 0.
For the structural hashing, equality of arguments for ∨ and ∧ is considered modulo associativity, commutativity, and multiplicity, i.e., we represent both (x ∨ y) ∨ x and y ∨ (y ∨ x) by
x ∨ y. Similarly, for the exclusive-or ⊕ we use that x ⊕ x is equivalent to 0. Finally, we use
partial evaluation of formulas involving Boolean constants during construction (e.g., when we
create a disjunction of 0 and a formula p, we obtain p instead of 0 ∨ p).
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